MULTIGRANIT

oil and water repellent,antistain,transpirant with permanent action

Line
PROTECTION

Function
OIL/WATER-REPELLENT - ANTISTAIN,TRANSPIRANT WITH PERMANENT ACTION SPECIFIC FOR
GRANITES

Materials
GRANITE (ALL TYPES

How to use
The absorption process is not immediate but requires time; the protective liquid must therefore remain in
contact with the granite and wet it for at least 5-10 minutes. During this phase the air inside the pores of
the material is replaced by the protective liquid and comes out in the form of bubbles.
The product has to be spread homogeneously to form a even layer wetting all the surface and it can be
applied by a cotton cloth (not losing hairs) or by other suitable means (paint-brush, low pressure sprayer,
etc.)
30-40 minutes after the application the excess of product not absorbed must be removed to avoid,
because of drying and fastening on the surface, the appearance of the granite is changed by this excess
or it is difficult to remove it. To achieve the optimal result of the protection treatment, it is suggested to
affect a double application in fast sequence

Packaging
500ml

Characteristics
The effectiveness of a properly done treatment with MULTIGRANIT has no limits of time that can be
predeterminated

Important
MULTIGRANIT is a solvent-based product. Correct handling requires ventilated premises and the use of
clothing impermeable to solvents (gloves, eyewear, aprons, etc.) to prevent prolonged contact with the
skin. After use, close the containers again. Once the solvent is evaporated, the active substance cures and
becomes an inert mass not dangerous for the health. Further details are available on the label and
material safety data sheet.USE ONLY ORIGINAL CONTAINERS;NEVER POUR THE PRODUCT INTO
OTHER METAL OR GLASS CONTAINERS
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